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ABSTRACT
This study focuses on the generation of a high resolution digital surface model (DSM) using unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)-based aerial photography to be utilized in the two-dimensional (2D) hydrodynamic model analyses to investigate the effects of possible flood events in the city centre of Kirsehir, Turkey. One of the most important sources of uncertainty in hydrodynamic models is the resolution of used DSM. Changing DSM resolution can cause serious differences in the simulation results about flood extents, water depths, and flow velocities. Therefore, in complex urban areas, high resolution topographic data is a prerequisite to more accurately simulate the movement of water and thereby to take adequate measures for reducing the most likely flood effects. The use of UAV technologies in the production of topographic data is an appropriate solution for situations when airborne light detection and ranging (LiDAR) or satellite-based remote sensing techniques cannot be implemented due to cost, schedule, and resolution issues. Moreover, terrestrial solutions are much more time-consuming and difficult to apply than UAV-based aerial photography in a complex urban area with intensive vehicle and pedestrian traffic. In this study, the topographic data is obtained by using 2212 geo-referenced images taken on 25 different flight routes over an area of 3.24 km² using a DJI Matrice 600 UAV-drone equipped with a Zenmuse X5 camera with 15 mm DJI lens. The ground sampling distance of the produced digital surface model is 4.32 cm/pixel, and the localization accuracy, root mean square error (RMSE), of the model is 5.1 cm and 12.7 cm for the horizontal and vertical planes, respectively. The results show that high-resolution digital surface models, which can be used as inputs in 2D flood models for preparing flood hazard and flood risk maps, can be produced with relatively low cost and within a short time using UAV imagery.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Urban floods cause severe destruction of life and property in various parts of the world. To predict and manage such disasters, it is crucial to represent the flow structure of inundation process on a street-by-street basis. Two-dimensional (2D) hydrodynamic models are widely utilized in simulating the inundation dynamics and extent of flood events affecting areas with complex geometry due to their high order of accuracy [1]. One of the most important source of uncertainty influencing the resulting distribution of velocity and water depth over the extent of flooded area built by these simulation models is the quality of inputted terrain data.

Several studies have demonstrated that a high resolution digital surface model (DSM) is needed to accurately simulate the effects of a possible flood event by resolving the detailed and complex flow structure on an urban topography [2]–[6]. Changing DSM resolution can cause serious differences in the simulation results about flood extents, water depths, and flow velocities. Moreover, the vertical accuracy of used DSM is also highly critical to prevent errors in the flooded area calculations [7]. Hence, in complex urban areas, high resolution topographic data with sufficient vertical accuracy is a prerequisite to more accurately simulate the movement of water and thereby to take adequate measures for reducing the most likely flood effects.
The advances in remote sensing technology make possible to generate high resolution DSMs. High-quality DSMs with vertical accuracies of 10 cm can be developed using 0.5 m resolution satellite imagery (e.g., WorldView-2 and GeoEye) [8]. The technology of airborne light detection and ranging (LiDAR) allows to produce 0.1 m resolution DSMs with vertical accuracies of 25 cm, depending on terrain features, flight parameters, and environmental conditions [1], [8]. Although such data will significantly improve the accuracy of hydraulic models, these technologies are still very expensive to apply in relatively small areas. Another disadvantage of satellite solutions is that the needed imagery cannot be acquired immediately when requested due to their dependence of cloud conditions and revisit time frequencies.

The use of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) technology in the production of high quality topographic data is an appropriate solution for areas where manned aircrafts are either not available or would be prohibitively expensive, and satellite solutions do not meet project constraints in terms of cost and schedule. UAV photogrammetry can also be preferable than time-consuming and inapplicable terrestrial solutions in high-risk areas without endangering human operators or in complex urban areas with intensive vehicle and pedestrian traffic. UAV photogrammetric technology allows the acquisition of high-spatial-resolution images from which it is possible to generate a DSM including the objects above bare ground surface as buildings and vegetation at centimetre-scale accuracy. It has been widely utilized in several studies on topographic measurements and monitoring of natural hazards due to its advantages on rapid acquisition of high-spatial-resolution images, cost-effectiveness, and high temporal resolution [9]–[14].

This study focuses on the generation of a high-resolution DSM using UAV-based aerial photography to be utilized in 2D hydrodynamic model analyses to investigate the effects of possible flood events in the city centre of Kirsehir, Turkey. Prior to flight operations, the locations of ground control points (GCPs) are designated in the targeted mapping area. An autonomous flight plan is designed according to the designated departure locations, and the acquired aerial images are processed to generate a high-resolution DSM and an orthophoto of this flood risk zone. The absolute accuracy of the generated DSM is evaluated by comparison with the coordinates of check points selected from the pre-installed GCPs.

2 STUDY AREA

Kirsehir province is in the Central Anatolia Region of Turkey. The city centre of Kirsehir faces flood risk from Hastane Creek which comes from the mountainous area in the north of the city. The connection of this intermittent stream to Kilicozu Creek was interrupted by the construction of the Ankara-Kayseri road, and after this point, the stream bed was completely disappeared with intensive construction of buildings and roads in the city centre. Therefore, in a possible flood event, water coming from the mountainous area will pass the intercity road and head directly towards the city centre. The last major flood from this mountainous area occurred in 1989, resulting in the inundation of roads and ground-floors of several buildings in a part of the city centre. However, there is no flood report demonstrating the flood extent related to this event.

It is estimated that the area that could be exposed to a possible flood event from Hastane Creek covers an area of 3.24 km², which is about 60% of the city centre (Fig. 1). This flood risk zone is a complex urban region in which there are many critical structures such as hospitals, schools, playgrounds, public institutions, and mosques with intensive vehicle and pedestrian traffic. In this assessment, to investigate the effects of possible flood events in the city centre of Kirsehir, a high resolution digital surface model that can be used as input in flood modelling studies for preparing flood hazard and flood risk maps is generated using UAV-based aerial photography.
3 METHODS

The framework for the generation of a high-resolution DSM using UAV-based aerial photography consists of three main stages: establishment of GCPs and coordinate measurements, acquisition of aerial images using a rotary-wing UAV, and processing of the acquired aerial images.

3.1 GCP establishment and coordinate measurement

Prior to UAV flights for acquiring aerial images, 33 GCPs in the target mapping area are collected that are marked using red spray paint to be identified in the aerial images (Fig. 1). The latitude, longitude and elevation of each point under WGS84/UTM zone 36N coordinate system are measured with a Leica Viva GS15 GNSS receiver [15] using the network of continuously operating reference stations, Turkey (CORS-TR) [16]. 30 of these GCPs are utilized in the process of refining the geolocation of the aerial images, whereas the remaining 3 of them are utilized as check points in evaluating the accuracy of georeferencing process.

3.2 Aerial photography using a rotary-wing UAV

Flights are conducted with a DJI Matrice 600 UAV-drone [17] equipped with a Zenmuse X5 camera with 15 mm DJI lens. This rotary-wing UAV flies using the rotation force of its 6 rotor blades. This design appears to be advantageous against fixed-wing type UAVs in terms of vertical take-off and landing in confined spaces, hovering capability, and capturing vertical and tilted images by changing its orientation [18]. However, rotary-wing UAVs have shorter flight duration than fixed-wing type UAVs because of the need for continuous power during flight operation [19]. Similar to other rotary-wing UAVs, the used model offers about 20–25 min of flight duration on a single battery charge [18].

The used UAV has an autopilot package that allows autonomous flights for predetermined flight paths [17]. Prior to flights, an appropriate flight plan across the target area...
is formed using UgCS software [20] according to the remote-control range of the device and the designated departure locations in the study area (Fig. 1). Moreover, flight characteristics like image overlap percentages, flight altitude, cruise speed and target ground sampling distance are integrated into the flight plan for autonomous navigation and image capture. The UAV is controlled in automatic mode according to the uploaded flight plan with a remote control connected to a smartphone running UgCS mobile application [21] via wireless connection.

The global positioning system (GPS) receiver of the UAV determines its position and altitude by finding GPS satellites, and a compass gathers geomagnetic data, complementing momentary location information [18]. However, image orientation based on only geotags from navigation-grade on-board GPS may lead to 10–20 meters global shift of the coordinates due to atmospheric conditions that cannot be reduced or detected by averaging the geocoded images in image processing [22]. Therefore, the use of GCPs in image georeferencing is strongly recommended to improve the absolute accuracy of the model to be generated [23]. GCPs reduce the shift due to GPS geotags from meters to centimetres, placing the model at the exact position on the Earth [24].

The flight operations are completed in approximately 3 days using 3 sets of battery packs. A total of 2219 geocoded images with 60% forward and 40% side overlaps are obtained over the target mapping area from flights conducted on 25 routes at about 120 m altitude and a speed of 5 m/s with departures from 6 different locations (Fig. 1). 3 images out of 2219 (e.g., images taken during take-off and landing, blurred images, etc.) are detected as unusable and discarded from the dataset for image processing. Flight operations are not repeated for the shooting points of these unusable images due to the high overlapping between neighbouring images.

3.3 Image processing

Data processing for the acquired 2216 aerial images are conducted using Pix4DMapper Pro software [25] in four steps: (1) initial processing, (2) adding GCPs and validation (3) point cloud and mesh generation, and (4) DSM and orthophoto generation. Before moving into the stages of model generation, the acquired images, image properties about geolocation, camera model associated to the images, output coordinate system, and desired model template are provided as inputs to the software.

As the first step of data processing, an initial processing run is carried out for automatically extracting scale-invariant key points on the images using the structure from motion (SfM) algorithm [26], and automatically connecting these points to each other using cross-comparison analysis of overlapping images [18]. In the second step, the position data of the GCPs are uploaded to the software. In the rayCloud editor of the software, the exact locations of the GCPs are identified on multiple images with the help of the markings made on the side with red spray paint. 3 of these GPSs are defined as check point to test the accuracy of georeferencing process. Then, the camera parameters are reoptimized by bundle block adjustment algorithm to be geometrically corrected the connected key points using the automatic aerial triangulation surveying (AAT) method [27]. As the result of the first two steps of image processing, a sparse point cloud consisting only of points that are successfully matched and verified along multiple images is generated [28]. In the third step, to obtain a much denser point cloud, a point cloud densification process is performed under the following setting options: (1) original image size for image scale, (2) optimal point density, and (3) minimum 3 matches. Then, the generated 3D point cloud with millions of points is triangulated to create a 3D textured mesh in medium resolution. In the last step of image
processing, a DSM is generated using the inverse distance weighting method with noise filtering and sharp surface smoothing as DSM filters. Furthermore, an orthophoto of the mapping area is generated by integrating multiple geometrically corrected aerial images using the DSM processing tool of Pix4Dmapper Pro software.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this study, the topographic data is obtained by using 2216 geo-referenced images taken on 25 different flight routes over an area of 3.24 km². The number of overlapping images calculated for each pixel across the mapping area is demonstrated in Fig. 2(a). Red, orange, and yellow areas at the boundaries of the target mapping area indicate the overlaps of less than 4 images for each pixel for which poor results may be generated. Green areas indicate an overlap of more than 4 images for every pixel. The results demonstrate that high-quality results could be generated if the number of key points is also appropriate for these green areas. The determined image positions with links between matched images are illustrated in Fig. 2(b). The darkness of the links in the match network indicates the strength of these links. The mean numbers of key points and matched key points per aerial image are 26008 and 5816, respectively (Table 1). The recommended number of key points is at least 1000 per image, and the minimum value observed in this study is 9278. The minimum number of matched key points to calibrate an image is 25, however the recommended number of matches is at least 1000 per image [29]. As seen in Fig. 2(b), despite the use of high image overlap percentages, there are some areas with weak matches because of the changes in the scene during the image acquisition due to different time of capture and moving objects. Nevertheless, 2212 images out of 2216 are calibrated accurately without acquiring images again in these areas to increase image overlapping.

Figure 2: (a) Number of overlapping aerial images calculated for each pixel of the orthomosaic; (b) Determined image positions with links between matched aerial images.
Table 1: Number of key and matched key points per image.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number of key points per image</th>
<th>Number of matched key points per image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>25986</td>
<td>5585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>9278</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>51162</td>
<td>15828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>26008</td>
<td>5816</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of the topographic survey for this flood risk area using UAV imagery is shown in Fig. 3. The densified point cloud consists of approximately 600 million 3D points, and the average densities are about 116 points/m² and 0.22 points/pixel. The ground sampling distance of the generated DSM is 4.32 cm/pixel. This resolution is sufficient to be used in 2D hydrodynamic model analyses. Moreover, the unified high-resolution orthophoto of the mapping area can be used in the preparation of flood hazard and flood risk maps to clearly identify the effects of possible flood events. However, the areas with low image overlaps at the boundaries of DSM should not be included in the computational 2D flow area of hydrodynamic models.

The absolute accuracy of the generated DSM is evaluated with 3 check points measured by with a Leica Viva GS15 GNSS receiver using CORS-TR network. Differences between the location data of the check points and the positions of these points in the DSM are summarized in Table 2. The root-mean-square error (RMSE) values for the 3 check points in x-, y-, and z- coordinates are calculated as about 3.5 cm, 6.3 cm., and 12.7 cm., respectively. This corresponds to a RMSE of 5.1 cm for the horizontal plane and a RMSE of 8.5 cm for all coordinates of the generated DSM. The results indicate the efficiency of using GCPs to decrease locational uncertainty in image georeferencing. These error values are similar to those obtained in other studies that conducted similar surveys using UAV photogrammetry, and they are considered as acceptable for mapping the results of hydrodynamic model simulations related to flood extents, water depths, and flow velocities [18], [28], [30].

In this study, topographic data processing is performed on a Windows 10 (64 bit) desktop equipped with an Inter Core i7-6700 processor operating at 3.40 GHz, 32 GB memory, and a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 680 graphics card. The time spent for initial processing, point cloud densification, 3D textured mesh generation, DSM generation, and orthophoto generation are 173 min, 1094 min, 79 min, 387 min, and 132 min, respectively. Additionally, it takes approximately 5 hours to upload the position data of the GCPs, identify their exact locations on multiple images, and reoptimize the process.

Table 2: Localisation accuracy per check point and RMS errors in the three coordinate directions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Check point ID</th>
<th>Error X (m)</th>
<th>Error Y (m)</th>
<th>Error Z (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.027</td>
<td>-0.024</td>
<td>0.168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.041</td>
<td>-0.107</td>
<td>-0.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>-0.140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.127</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The GCP measurements and flight operations on the field are completed in approximately 4 days. Thus, the targeted high-resolution DSM covering an area of $3.42 \text{ km}^2$ is generated within one week in contrast to the much more time-consuming ground-based surveying techniques to map such a complex urban area with intensive vehicle and pedestrian traffic. Remote sensing based on UAV imagery could be evaluated as a noteworthy alternative to in-situ observations and conventional remote sensing driven by satellite and airborne-based remote sensing platforms in terms of cost-effective acquisition of high-resolution spatial data [31].

Before using the generated DSM in 2D hydrodynamic model analyses, the terrain should be modified for the existing flow obstructing structures, such as the Hastane overpass on the Ankara-Kayseri road, the road culverts on Kilicozu Creek, the pedestrian overpasses on the Ankara-Kayseri road and on Kilicozu Creek. If these structures are not removed when doing flood modelling, they will appear as barriers through which water cannot pass. In this purpose, the dimensions and locations of existing hydraulic structures should be determined by terrestrial measurements, and these structures should be removed from the generated surface model in GIS environment. Then, these hydraulically significant elements should be accurately remodelled on the modified terrain for a designated 2D flow area using the area connection tools of hydraulic models. Thus, the third dimension required to ensure water flow through these structures will be provided for modelling the inundation process in a 2D flow area.

5 CONCLUSIONS

This study presents the steps carried out to generate a high-resolution DSM with a high order of accuracy for a complex urban area using UAV-based aerial photography. From 25 times
autopilot missions, 2,219 aerial images are acquired across an urban area of 3.42 km² using a DJI Matrice 600 UAV-drone, and a data processing procedure is executed with the pre-installed GCPs in Pix4DMapper Pro software. After elapsing about one week for GCP establishments, flight operations, and data processing, a georeferenced orthophoto and a DSM with a ground sampling distance of 4.21 cm/pixel are produced. The localization accuracy (RMSE) of the produced model is determined as 5.1 cm and 12.7 cm for the horizontal and vertical planes, respectively, by comparison with the coordinates of pre-installed check points.

The results demonstrate that high-resolution digital surface models, which can be used as inputs in 2D flood models for preparing flood hazard and flood risk maps, can be produced with relatively low cost and within a short time using UAV imagery. However, before using the produced DSM in a 2D hydrodynamic model, false blockages to flow in the DSM, such as bridges and culverts, should be removed, and these hydraulically significant elements should be accurately reconstructed in the 2D flow area of hydrodynamics models to ensure water flow through these structures.

The major deficiencies of UAV technology not being used in larger areas are short flight times due to limited battery capacity and remote-control range of devices. If UAV technology improves on these issues, it will also be possible to accurately monitor flood events in real-time for larger scale areas. The hydraulics of monitored floods are indispensable for the calibration process of 2D hydrodynamic models to be used in the preparation of flood risk management plans. It should be noted that rapidly evolving UAV technology will increase its potential of use in hydraulic modelling by enhancing these issues.
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